TQG Meet a Member
Name _Sue Burns______________________________________________________________
Guild Number_____679___________________________________________________________
How long have you been a member?_Almost 20 years__________________________________
What type of quilting speaks to you?__Bright, colorful, and creative!______________________
1. How and why did you join the guild?__My Sister-in-law Wanda Pinter, a longtime member, nagged___________
me until I started quilting and joined the quild._______________________________________________________
2. What is your quilting background? When, how or why did you start quilting?_After I became disabled and could
no longer work I looked for a hobby.________________________________________________________________
3. What was your first quilt like? The inspiration?_My first quilt was a rail fence made with assorted farm fabrics__
for my farm raised Husband of almost 45 years. ______________________________________________________
4. Who is your favorite quilting guru, mentor, or inspiration, and why?_I enjoy quits by Sally Collins for her______
creativity, fabrics and quilts by Jane Sassaman for her use of color, and Karen Eickmeir for her creativity.l________
5. When you are not quilting what are your favorite pastimes? I love to make hand beaded jewelry, go camping,__
and I love a good Road trip! I also love spending time with my family._____________________________________
6. What have you most enjoyed about being a member? Meeting a terrific group of creative woman, and enjoying
a hobby where I feel I can contribute something. While my quilting is average, over the years I have loved taking__
various jobs in the guild that enable others to be members and show their great quilts in our fabulous show._____
7. What is your favorite color? Favorite food? My favorite colors are sparkly and shiney, and I love a good taco,
and some crème brule._Let us not forget See’s Candy, any type!_________________________________________
8. What do you want the guild to know about you? That I loved my career as a Nurse Practitioner, and would still
be working if I could.__________________________________________________________________________
9. Tell us something about yourself that we do not know about you? I volunteer a lot of time with Donate Life
Arizona following my daughter’s kidney transplant. Talk to me about organ donation!_____________________
10. What question about you did we not ask that you wish we had? Sue, what did you do with all the lottery
money you won? (Ha, Ha!) I wish!_______________________________________________________________
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